
Creative Futures







“I do not have to build a perfect wall today. I just have to lay a perfect block.” 
Will Smith



RE-INFORM  :  REACH-OUT  :  RETAIN
Dispel myths and educate the 
public on the amazing work of 

the YMCA

Pinpoint age & location specific 
members of the public, offering the 

opportunity to contribute to their local 
YMCA as a community 

Increase appeal and build 
unity with community led 
activation to encourage 
long term engagement 



CMYK location specific street posters:

Sustainably 
printed posters 
promoting an 
innovative and 
enticing 
opportunity. 
idea.

We have  
chosen to 
expand the 
YMCA 
guidelines 
pallet to 
include this 
new colour for 
our campaign.



Every block is 
vital to the 
YMCA and 
must continue 
to be 
supported and 
maintained.  

We want the 
local public to 
feel proud to 
be a part of 
seeing and 
feeling the 
benefits of 
community led 
projects. 



Paste ups 
positioned 
specifically 
within two 
blocks of the 
local YMCA. 

Using OOH 
touch points 
synonymous 
with our 
specific 
demographic 
and location 



Our call to action 
includes a fun, 
creative way to 
take part. A great 
value for money 
outcome, to 
interest potential 
donors and 
inspire creativity.

Data driven, location specific letter drops within 1 or 2 blocks from the centre.



Personalised location specific letter drop:

Location specific letters mailed out 
to residents living in the area  'A 
block away' from their local YMCA. 
The front page details the call to 
action with information on how to 
get involved, gifted with a free area 
specific designed sticker to peel off 
right away. The envelope, paper and 
stickers to be printed using 
sustainable materials. 

The back page shows a clear broken 
down journey map of the process 
once initial donation has been 
placed.



Website/brickwall mockup

The QR code in the letters takes you to our 
home page where you can make a 
donation, find out more about your local 
YMCA and its heritage, before clicking to 
build your block.



Brick builder mockup

The 'Build a block’ tool is designed to engage our audience, inspire creativity 
and add an extended element of personalisation that allows donators to 
customise their own stickers with cool street art that represents the local area.

Freedom to create a block with your 
own design or using a template. You 
can add your own name or dedicate 
your block to someone else. With 
multi colour and font options for 
maximum personalisation.



Sticker delivery mockup

They are free to keep them at home but encouraged to come to the 
dedicated supporters wall ‘brixtickup’ and build up the blocks as a 
community showing visual support.

Custom sticker designs sent to donators printed on 
sustainable sticky paper along with a newsletter.



UNITY DAY

Summer led campaign activation 
supporting ‘out of season’ donations.

We hope these events will help donors feel a part of 
and engage in a longer relationship with the charity.

Celebrating the heritage, bringing community 
together and spreading unity.





The campaign is easily adaptable to different 
areas/YMCA centres. This example shows a 
variation for YMCA Bath, using the city's 
staple yellow bricks to localise the design 
visually as well as the information 
adjustments.



Email mockup

Using data and 
statistical research 
to identify local 
email addresses 
for public and 
businesses. We 
send personal 
email invitations 
to participate.



People aged over 65 are more likely to engage in charitable activities (65% donate money to charity)  
although around half the adult population across other age ranges also donate  
(49% of 16-24 years; 53% of 25 – 44 years; and 59% of 45 – 64 years) 
Charities Aid Foundation UK Giving Report



Young people like to take part in challenge events for causes they support.  
Ensure that you have the right technology to make it easy for them to participate as volunteers. 
tva.org

http://tva.org


Thank you for taking a look at our ideas.


